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Kuna, Idaho 

1.  Pen #1 (4points):  Remove 10 sheep from designated pen and take into arena 

Pen #1:  Starts when pen gate opens, ends when gate to arena closed 

2.  Sort (25 points):  Gate sort 5 sheep.  Any pen can be used to help facilitate the sort.  Leave 5 sheep in 

the arena and put 5 sorted sheep in pen A. 

 Advanced:  Sort off 4 marked and 1 marked or unmarked sheep.  Sorted sheep will be placed in 

Pen A 

 Open:  Sort off 3 marked & 2 marked or unmarked sheep.  Sorted sheep will be placed in Pen A 

Sort:  Starts when pen gate opens, ends when sorted sheep are in pen A 

 

3. Pen #2 (10 points):  Move sorted sheep in pen A and take through the alley behind the pens and 

place in pen B. 

Pen #2:  Starts when dog enters pen A, ends when sheep are in pen B 

4.  Gather (20 points):  Take dog into arena and proceed to Cone #1.  Send dog to gather sheep to 

handler 

 Advanced:  Handler and dog stay at cone (minimum of 150 feet from stock) and the sheep are 

brought to the cone 

 Open:  Dog stays at cone (minimum of 150 feet from stock) Handler may move half way 

between dog and sheep if desired.  Handler will bring the sheep to the cone 

Gather:  Starts when gate to pen B closes, ends sheep are at cone 

 

5.  Chute (20 points):  Proceed to gate 1 and take the 5 head of sheep through the chute.  Simulate 

vaccinating the sheep.  Release the sheep into pen one at a time utilizing the sliding gate. 

Chute:  Starts when sheep leave cone, ends when last sheep released from chute 

6. Location Specific Task # (20 points):  Regather sheep in the irregularly shaped pen and take through 

gate 1 and back into arena 

Location Specific Task #1:  Starts when dog sent to gather sheep, ends when gate to arena closed 

 



7.  Location Specific Task #2 (20 points):  Fetch or drive sheep across the arena to northeast corner and 

hold.  Judge will call when the hold is completed 

 Advanced:  Hold sheep near or around cone #2 

 Open:  Hold sheep in corner 

Location Specific Task #2:  Starts when sheep start moving away from closed gate, ends when Judge 

calls a hold 

8.  Pen #2 (4 points):  Take sheep from the Hold area and rejoin with the sorted sheep in pen B 

Pen #3:  Starts when sheep start moving from Hold area, ends when sheep rejoined and gate 

shut 

9.  Pen #4 (7 points):  Remove 10 sheep from Pen A combine and return to original starting pen 

Pen #4:  Starts when gate to Pen B opened, ends when sheep are returned to the original 

starting pen 

 

Time:  25 minutes 

Warning:  10 minutes and 3 minutes 

Tie Breaker:  Sort 

 

 


